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Fast and customised printing on various
sports floorings

THE REINER ALL-ROUNDER –
THE WORLD CHAMPION OF
MARKING DEVICES

product marking by converting
to use of the REINER jetStamp®
graphic 970.
In use around the world

The REINER jetStamp® graphic
970 is internationally active.
Its diverse applications even
let the allrounder to participate in world championships.
How so? Through REGUPOL BSW
GmbH: The manufacturer of gym
floors, floorings, footfall sound
insulation and many other
products made of polyurethane-bound rubber granulate
optimised its processes in

With more than 80 dealers,
REGUPOL has been able to
develop and expand its global
network. Athletics tracks from
REGUPOL in Peru and Indonesia
are some examples of products
from this Berleburg company.
The everroll® fitness flooring
was widely used in the USA,
and later in Australia, before
it continued to spread into the
European market from the
mid-1990s, before continuing
on to conquer the entire world.
Reliable, diverse and
long-lived

sense, REINER therefore makes
its own little contribution to the
Olympic Gold. The goods from
North Rhine-Westphalia can be
found in the great stadiums and
gyms around the world, and
so can their marking, which is
"made in Furtwangen".
Light-weight marking
Employees used to stamp the
various quality designations
onto the martial arts mats
manually, using one stamp per
motive. Depending on how the
goods were stored, they had to
be moved and arranged appropriately in order to generate
consistent print images.
Today, the REINER jetStamp®
graphic 970 facilitates and
simplifies the processes.

tatami martial arts mats have
become a staple in international
marital arts competitions. They
have been used, among other
things, at the Olympic Games,
world championships and in
many other international
competitions. In the widest
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The simple operation of the
jetStamp® graphic 970 leads
employees at REGUPOL BSW
GmbH to their first mobile inkjet
imprints in just a few steps.
They can use the mobile marking
device right at the pallet,
thanks to its battery operation
and weight of only 520 grams.
If, for example, martial arts
mats are marked on the Euro
palette, this is possible without
reloading or shifting the mats.
Quick-drying MP ink that does
not smear ensures clear imprints
on the mat.

Uniquely diverse
Saving and calling up of the
four different print images in
the marking device now makes
it possible to derive all quality
designations and the company
logo or similar images from a
single device to apply them to
the mat. This saves employees
the tedious swapping of wooden
stamps, along with plenty of
time, since the next imprint can
be set easily with the setting
wheel at the device.

Martek Industries Ltd
12B Ridings Park Industrial Estate
Eastern Way
Cannock
Staffordshire WS11 7FJ

Benefits
at a glance:
• No more searching for
and swapping to the right
stamp. All imprints
needed are stored in the
device.
• Fast and customised
marking right at the pallet
– no reloading or preparation of products required.
• Always clear, direct
marking on various sports
floorings and materials.
The special inkjet ink will
not smear.
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The maximum imprint size is
65 x 12.7 mm (W x H), which
is sufficient for marking of the
quality designation E215 on the
flooring, the "Made in Germany"
script or the customer's logo.
The enclosed PCset graphic software lets employees of REGUPOL
BSW GmbH simply and easily
create their desired print images
and transfer them to the device
by Bluetooth.

